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Abstract
Introduction : Refractory status epilepticus (RSE) is seizure activity
that persists despite acute administration of standard anticonvulsant
therapy. It often occurs after cardiac arrest, indicating a poor
prognosis. Therapeutic hypothermia (TH) reduces neurological
injury in this patient population, and post cardiac arrest protocols
now incorporate TH into the treatment algorithm. However, TH is
not routinely used in RSE from other etiologies and little is known
about the appropriate role of TH as an adjunct therapy.

and is incorporated into many post cardiac-arrest protocols, but is not
routinely used in RSE from other etiologies [3]. In current clinical
practice, TH is a last resort in the most refractory cases [8]. As our
experience and knowledge increases, TH may play an earlier and
more integral role in protocols for treatment of status epilepticus.
At minimum, it is a promising adjunct therapy in some patients, but
exactly who those patients are is yet to be determined.

Methods

Methods: Five consecutive patients with RSE admitted to our
neurocritical care unit treated with TH were retrospectively
reviewed. Three patients had anoxic brain injury post cardiac arrest
and two had epilepsy secondary to remote traumatic brain injury. All
five patients received similar medical treatment for RSE.

After Institutional Review Board approval, patient records were
retrospectively reviewed for all Neurosciences Intensive Care Unit
(NSICU) patients who underwent TH with RSE between January 1,
2011 and December 31, 2013.

Results: The two post-traumatic epilepsy patients became seizure
free with TH and remained seizure free after rewarming. Both had
good neurological recovery and were discharged from rehabilitation
back to baseline. Seizures persisted despite TH in the three postcardiac arrest patients and all three expired.

Introduction

In our facility, patients with recurrent or continuous clinical or
electrographic seizures are admitted to the NSICU for continuous
video electroencephalogram (cEEG) monitoring. Status epilepticus
is treated with intravenous lorazepam 0.05mg/kg, which is repeated
if seizures persist for two minutes after initial dose. Intravenous
fosphenytoin 20mg/kg phenytoin equivalents (PE) is administered,
followed by an additional 10mg/kg PE if seizures persist. After the
second load of fosphenytoin, 3000 mg of intravenous levetiracetam
is administered. The next step in our algorithm should seizures
persist is to intubate the patient for airway protection and anticipated
infusion of benzodiazepines, barbiturates, or general anesthetics
while mechanically ventilated. Levetiracetam and fosphenytoin
are continued as maintenance therapy. There is some variability
depending on clinical circumstances, and subsequent treatment
with additional anticonvulsant therapy is at the discretion of the
neurocritical care attending physician.

Hypothermia has neuroprotective properties in many acute
neurological processes including anoxic brain injury, ischemic
stroke, and traumatic brain injury [1-4]. It has also been shown to
terminate epileptiform discharges in both human and animal models
[5-7]. Given these results, there has been increasing interest in the use
therapeutic hypothermia (TH) as an adjunct treatment for seizures
not responsive to traditional abortive methods, i.e. refractory status
epilepticus (RSE). TH reduces neurological injury from diffuse anoxia

TH is considered for patients with RSE unabated with high-dose
benzodiazepine and/or barbiturate infusions or recurrent seizure with
weaning of these medications. Patients are not candidates for TH if
pregnant, hemodynamically unstable despite vasopressor support,
body temperature less than 33 degrees Celsius prior to initiation, or
the patient or patient’s family have expressed wishes for limited care.
TH is initiated using a surface cooling device (Artic Sun Temperature
Management System, Medivance, Louisville, CO) or endovascular

Conclusion: Currently, there are only five reported cases of TH
use in adult patients with status epilepticus. Our additional five
cases suggest that RSE from etiologies other than anoxic brain
injury post-cardiac arrest may have better outcomes with TH. The
benefit of TH in RSE may depend on seizure etiology and may have
a more favorable outcome in post-traumatic epilepsy patients.
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cooling with a central venous catheter (CoolLine, ZOLL Medical
Corp., Chelmsford, MA) to achieve target temperature of 33 degrees
Celsius documentation by nursing of the time target temperature
is achieved. During the induction phase, if shivering is observed,
the patient is started on fentanyl, midazolam, with or without
cisatracurium infusion titrated to control shivering. If initiated,
cisatracurium dose is titrated based on an hourly Train-Of-Four with
goal 1 of 4. Sedation is titrated using bispectral monitoring index (BIS
monitor, Aspect Medical Systems, Newton, MA) to goal of 40 to 60.
If seizures are abated and the patient has been at target temperature
for 24 hours, continuous infusions are weaned. Thereafter, the patient
is re-warmed at a rate of 0.25 degrees Celsius every hour to 36.5
degrees Celsius while cEEG is ongoing. Nursing staff records the time
patient reaches 36.5 degrees Celsius. During induction, maintenance,
and rewarming phases of our hypothermia protocol, complete blood
cell counts, electrolytes, arterial blood gases, and coagulation studies
are monitored routinely. Hemodynamic stability is maintained by
vasopressors if needed. To minimize risk of deep vein thrombosis,
sequential compression devices are routinely worn and patients are
screened weekly with ultrasound examination of all extremities.

Case Reports
Patient 1
A 20-year-old man with a traumatic brain injury secondary
to an automobile versus pedestrian accident five years prior to
admission who sustained a traumatic brain injury with residual right
hemiparesis and had an isolated likely secondarily generalized seizure
two years prior to admission with possible right head deviation
at onset was admitted to the NSICU for clinical status epilepticus
which again was reported to have started with right head deviaiton.
Neuroimaging was unchanged. Clinical generalized seizure activity
was unabated by lorazepam, fosphenytoin, levetiracetam, propofol,
lacosamide, and topiramate. Despite several doses of phenobarbital
and increasing midazolam infusion over a ten-hour period, the patient
continued to clinically seize and TH was initiated. Target temperature
was maintained for approximately 42 hours and no clinical or
electrographic seizure activity occurred with weaning of infusions
or rewarming. Patient was transitioned to oral levetiracetam and
lacosamide. Hospital course was complicated by ventilator-associated
pneumonia and ileus, both of which resolved with treatment. He was
discharged to inpatient rehabilitation on day 18 near pre-admission
neurological and functional status.

Patient 2
A 38-year-old man with traumatic brain injury six years prior
to admission with resultant baseline aphasia, subtle hemiparesis,
thalamic pain syndrome, and focal epilepsy presented in status
epilepticus. Prior to this event, he had not had any breakthrough
seizures while on maintenance carbamazepine 400 mg twice daily
since his initial injury. On admission, CSF studies were negative and
neuroimaging was unchanged (Figure 1). Clinical seizures, which
were reported to have started with right hemibody shaking before
quick generalization, were aborted with midazolam and levetiracetam
at an outside hospital. His clinical generalized seizure activity then
recurred after transfer to our facility and persisted despite midazolam,
fosphenytoin, levetiracetam, and lacosamide. Topiramate was
added but discontinued because of resultant metabolic acidosis.
Electrographic seizures continued despite propofol infusion to
200 microgram per kilogram per minute with additional periodic
boluses. Propofol was stopped due to significant lipemia, and he
was then placed on pentobarbital with goal of burst suppression,
eventually requiring titration to 5 mg per kilogram per hour. This
was later transitioned to phenobarbital and midazolam infusions.
Weaning of these infusions resulted in recurrent seizure (Figure 2).
Thus, TH was initiated on the sixth day after admission. Thereafter,
continuous infusions were successfully weaned. Target temperature
was maintained for 79 hours. After re-warming, he had no further
electrographic or clinical seizures (Figure 3). Patient had a slow
Fesler et al. Int J Neurol Neurother 2015, 2:1

Figure 1: CT head without contrast in Patient 2 showing right fronto-parietal
encephalomalacia from remote traumatic brain injury

Figure 2: EEG sample in Patient 2 showing typical seizure activity prior to
initiation of TH

recovery from coma necessitating tracheostomy and gastrostomy tube
placement, and his clinical course was complicated by pneumonia
with pleural effusion and lower extremity deep vein thrombosis. He
was discharged to a long term acute care facility on day 23. His mental
status and communication were near pre-admission baseline with
generalized deconditioning from prolonged hospital stay. Six weeks
later, after reversal of his tracheostomy and gastrostomy tubes, he was
transferred to inpatient rehabilitation for one month. He returned to
the neurology clinic for follow up three months after discharge from
NSICU at his pre-admission baseline.

Patient 3
A 47-year-old woman with asthma experienced cardiac arrest
due to respiratory distress and was subsequently admitted to the
NSICU for TH. Initial workup and neuroimaging did not reveal an
etiology for her coma. As she was cooled to target temperature, she
had myoclonic jerks, was placed on cEEG, and was found to be in
myoclonic status epilepticus. This persisted despite levetiracetam,
valproate, midazolam, phenobarbital, lacosamide, pregabalin, and
propofol. Eventually, the patient was started on ketamine. Clinical
seizures resolved but patient had persistent subclinical status
epilepticus despite being at target temperature for 24 hours. MRI
brain showed diffuse bilateral diffusion restriction, which confirmed
• Page 2 of 5 •
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Figure 3: EEG sample in Patient 2 showing resolution of seizures after initiation of TH

acute anoxic brain injury. In light of the imaging findings and RSE,
family elected for comfort care measures only. Patient expired four
days after admission.

Patient 4
A 71-year-old woman with a history of hypertension, diabetes,
congestive heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and
previous cardiac arrest secondary to respiratory distress sustained
recurrent cardiac arrest due to acute respiratory failure related to
underlying lung disease and was admitted to the NSICU for TH. After
target temperature was achieved, she had myoclonic status epilepticus
with electrographic correlation. TH was maintained for 24 hours. She
was treated with multiple antiepileptic drugs including levetiracetam,
fosphenytoin, topiramate, lacosamide, midazolam, phenobarbital,
ketamine, and pentobarbital. Despite resolution of clinical seizures,
she continued to have subclinical seizures on cEEG. MRI brain was
consistent with anoxic brain injury and family elected for comfort
care measures. Patient expired 18 days after admission.

Patient 5
A 21-year-old man with a history of intermittent tachycardia
experienced cardiac arrest and was subsequently admitted to the
NSICU for TH. Initial workup was negative for pulmonary embolism
or intoxication and neuroimaging showed early signs of cerebral
edema. Persistent beating nystagmus was noted and cEEG revealed
status epilepticus. He was treated with levetiracetam, midazolam,
phenobarbital, and pentobarbital. Burst suppression was achieved and
maintained for 48 hours. TH was maintained at target temperature
for 24 hours. After re-warming, infusions were weaned without
electrographic seizure recurrence. He remained comatose with nonreactive pupillary exam and MRI brain revealed laminar necrosis in
bilateral cerebral hemispheres consistent with severe anoxic brain
injury. His clinical course was complicated by pneumonia, acute renal
failure requiring hemodialysis, and hypotension requiring infusion
of multiple vasopressors. Ultimately, family elected for comfort care
measures, and patient expired 17 days after admission.

Results
Two post-traumatic epilepsy patients with RSE became
seizure free after completion of TH and remained seizure free after
rewarming (Patient 1 and Patient 2). Both had good neurological
recovery and were discharged for rehabilitation with eventual return
to pre-admission functional status. Seizures persisted despite TH
Fesler et al. Int J Neurol Neurother 2015, 2:1

in two of three post-cardiac arrest patients (Patient 3 and 4), and all
three expired. The results are summarized in Table 1.

Discussion
Status epilepticus is a commonly encountered neurological
emergency and is often refractory to initial treatments. A prospective
study found 23% of patients in status epilepticus are refractory to
first- and second-line therapy, and retrospective studies found this
number was even higher (up to 43%) [9]. RSE is associated with a high
morbidity and mortality (up to 30%) and additional treatment options
should be sought [10]. TH is a promising adjunct therapy given the
known antiepileptic and neuroprotective properties in both in vivo
and in vitro studies [1,2,5-7]. However, it has not been systematically
studied as treatment for RSE to know if the experimental results will
translate into improved clinical outcomes for patients. In current
clinical practice, TH is used as a last resort on a case-by-case basis
when all other traditional treatments have been exhausted [8].
Data in the literature is extremely limited and heterogeneous. To
our knowledge, there are currently nine published cases describing
the use of TH in RSE, of which only five are adult patients [11-14].
RSE encompasses patients with a variety of medical comorbidities
and seizure etiologies, which are likely directly linked to individual
patient outcome and prognosis. The published adult cases represent
this heterogeneity: two cases were related to limbic encephalitis,
one case with hepatic encephalopathy, one case with acute ischemic
stroke, and one additional cryptogenic case [12,13].
Here we have reported an additional five adult cases of RSE treated
with TH: three with post-anoxic brain injury secondary to cardiac
arrest and two related to remote traumatic brain injury. It is already
known that status epilepticus post-cardiac arrest is a poor prognostic
indicator, which is consistent with the three cases we report [3].
However, this starkly contrasts the results in the two post-traumatic
epilepsy patients who had complete cessation of seizure activity
without recurrence and minimal morbidity with TH. Both eventually
returned to their pre-morbid functional capacities, which suggest
the benefit of TH may be dependent on the etiology of the seizures
and may have a more favorable outcome in post-traumatic epilepsy
patients. There are obvious limitations in drawing conclusions from
small numbers of cases. In addition, when studying status epilepticus
it is difficult to both standardize treatments and separate treatments to
isolate causative effects, making it impossible to determine if TH was
the effective intervention and not the multiple medications initiated.
• Page 3 of 5 •
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Table 1: Summary of clinical data from the five patients
Patient

1

2

3

4

5

Age

20

38

47

71

21

RSE type

focal

focal

generalized (myoclonic)

generalized (myoclonic)

generalized
(nonconvulsive)

RSE etiology

structural, prior TBI

structural, prior TBI

diffuse anoxic brain injury diffuse anoxic brain injury diffuse anoxic brain injury
post cardiac arrest
post cardiac arrest
post cardiac arrest

History of seizure

yes

yes

no

no

no

Home AEDs

none

carbamazepine 400 mg
BID

none

none

none

AEDs used
*Where applicable, max
doses of maintenance
therapy are included. No
doses were included for
those given as standard
IV loads (unless otherwise
denoted) without
maintenance dosing or
that were loaded and
titrated to the levels in the
below columns

midazolam (to 20 mg/hr)
lorazepam
fosphenytoin(100mg TID)
propofol (to 50 mcg/kg/
min)
phenobarbital
levetiracetam(1500mg
BID)
lacosamide(200mg BID)
topiramate(200mg BID)

midazolam (to 200 mg/hr)
fosphenytoin(100mg TID)
propofol (to 200 mcg/kg/
min)
pentobarbital (to 5 mg/
kg/hr)
phenobarbital(120mg BID)
levetiracetam(1500mg
BID)
lacosamide(200mg BID)
topiramate(200mg BID)
pregabalin(200mg BID)

midazolam (to 100 mg/hr)
propofol (to 100 mcg/kg/
min)
ketamine (to 500 mcg/
min)
levetiracetam(3000 mg
BID)
valproate (500mg BID)
phenobarbital
lacosamide (200 mg BID)
pregabalin (200 mg BID)

midazolam (to 200 mg/hr)
fosphenytoin (150mg TID)
phenobarbital(260 mg
BID)
pentobarbital (to 3 mg/
kg/hr)
ketamine (to 700 mcg/
min)
levetiracetam (3000mg
BID)
lacosamide (200 mg BID)
topiramate (400 mg BID)

midazolam (to 20 mg/hr)
phenobarbital
pentobarbital (up to 4mg/
kg/hr)
levetiracetam (1000mg
BID)

Free phenytoin level
(mg/L)

1.95 - 2.81

1.21 – 3.43

N/A

1.65 – 3.84

N/A

Phenobarbital level (mg/L) 37

64

31

45

17

Pentobarbital level (mg/L) N/A

60

N/A

29

73

Time from presentation to 10 hours
initiation of hypothermia
protocol

6 days

1 hour

1 hour

30 minutes

Time to target
temperature of 33° C
(hours)

15

7

8.5

4

2.5

Time at target
temperature (hours)

42

79

24

24

24

Rewarming time (hours)

13.5

8

14

9

13.5

Burst suppression
achieved

yes

yes

no

only for short intervals

yes

Seizures post rewarming

none

none

yes

yes

yes

Complications

pneumonia, ileus

pneumonia, acidosis,
lipemia, cardiomyopathy,
DVT

pneumonia, hypotension

pneumonia, acute
pneumonia, acute renal
renal failure, acidosis,
failure, hypotension, heart
transaminitis, hypotension failure

Hospital stay (days)

18

23

4

18

17

Final outcome

survived (at baseline)

survived (at baseline)

expired (comfort care)

expired (comfort care)

expired (comfort care)

Pre-admission mRS

1

2

0

0

0

Last follow-up mRS

1

2

6

6

6

AEDs: Antiepileptic Drugs; TBI: Traumatic Brain Injury; N/A: Not Applicable; BID: Twice Daily; DVT: Deep Vein Thrombosis; mRS (modified Rankin Scale)

Conclusion
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Patients with RSE caused by etiologies other than anoxic brain
injury post-cardiac arrest may have better outcomes with TH, as
supported by our two patients with RSE from post-traumatic epilepsy.
These, to our knowledge, are the only two reported cases where TH
was used in RSE from post-traumatic epilepsy and both had very
favorable clinical outcomes, in contrast to the post-anoxic brain
injury patients in this series. This suggests that the benefits of TH in
RSE may be linked to the etiology of the seizures.
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Many questions remain unanswered regarding TH. We do
not know the patient population or under what conditions it is
most beneficial. The variability in the cause of seizures and the
implication to the overall medical condition of the patient affects
the generalizability of the use and outcomes with TH. Optimal
time to initiation of therapy, rate of cooling, target temperature,
duration, and many other variables likely effect the benefit to risk
ratio of TH and further controlled studies are needed to clarify
these relationships. The etiology of RSE is a potential outcome
predictor, which should be addressed in future prospective study
designs for use of TH.
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